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INNOVATIVE. DISRUPTIVE.
IMPACTFUL.

IF THAT DESCRIBES THE BRAND ACTIVATION MARKETING YOU RAN THIS YEAR,
GET IT RECOGNIZED.
Building brands and driving growth — that’s the endgame we all are working towards, and The REGGIE Awards offers the ultimate
opportunity to showcase the work that made a difference and celebrate the teams that are raising the bar for our industry.
Achieving a REGGIE Award signifies your work was selected by a jury of industry leaders as a best-in-class example of Brand Activation
— Marketing that both builds a brand’s image and drives a specific consumer action through one or more of six identifiable disciplines.
These disciplines help bring a brand to life by connecting and interacting with the consumer on a personal level.
The REGGIE Awards attracts the top examples in all the Marketing disciplines involved in the responsibility of Brand Activation:
Experiential, Influencer, Promotion, Relationship, Shopper/Commerce, and Content Marketing.
With 23 categories, and work representing all industry sectors, created by any type of team dynamic — in-house, advertising and
promotion agencies, media companies, event specialists, retailers – anyone who created and executed Brand Activation Marketing
that made a difference to a brand’s business is welcomed to enter.
We’re looking to showcase the most groundbreaking and growth-driving Brand Activation Marketing that will make your fellow
industry leaders say — “I wish I had done that.”
If you have work that hits these marks — enter it today.
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Why the REGGIE Awards?
Brand Activation marketing at its finest.
The REGGIE Awards are crafted to reflect today’s wide-ranging
forms of brand activation marketing practices — from traditional
tactics used in innovative ways to rapidly changing technologies.
The award categories are inclusive and recognize excellence in
solutions and campaigns of all sizes, budgets, and scopes.
Brand Activation Marketing is important to marketers.
In fact, Brand Activation Marketing spending is expected to
top $740 billion in 2020, accounting for nearly 60% of overall
Marketing expenditures, more than twice the spending on
measured advertising (per a study the ANA completed in collaboration
with and licensed from PQ Media).
Powered by the ANA.
ANA members are among the most powerful and influential marketers in the world. Enhance your reputation and raise your profile
in front of these decision makers at more than 1,000 client-side
marketer member companies. Winning case studies will be shared
with our network through ANA.net resources and select winners will
also be invited to share their insight and expertise at exclusive ANA
events and be featured on ANA channels throughout the year.
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Separate yourself from your competition.
Be a leader and demonstrate your level of expertise by having your
work singled out by ANA’s community of marketing executives
as the new bar of achievement for the industry when it comes to
Brand Activation Marketing.
Celebrate with your peers.
The Brand Activation community comes together once a year to
hear from the industry’s best and celebrate the most exceptional
achievements of the year at the ANA Brand Activation Marketing
Conference April 22–24, 2020 in San Diego, CA. The 2020
REGGIE Awards Gala kicks off the conference on Wednesday
night, April 22nd, so be ready to party!

2020

REGGIE award categories.
Age-Specific Marketing
Program/campaign targeting a specific age range such as kids,
tweens, teens, young adults or seniors. Judges will be looking for
how you tailored your messaging and brand experience to reach
your specific demographic. Include demographic description,
insights and campaign results.

Challenger Brand Marketing (NEW!)
This category will recognize those programs/campaigns that utilize
innovative brand activation strategies to support an emerging,
disruptor or challenger brand that’s competing against much
larger, better funded or more established brands via savvy brand
activation marketing.

ANA Center for Brand Purpose Award
Awarded to the program/campaign that is groundbreaking,
inventive, and at the forefront of improving consumers’ lives while
driving business growth. This campaign makes a positive impact
on society via a social cause, an environmental improvement
effort, or support of a charity/cause. This can include pro bono
campaigns, donations, marketing campaigns developed for the
good of a cause, corporate responsibility programs, etc. We want
to see your passion behind the campaign and how you effectively
made a difference in bringing your brand purpose to life.

Content Marketing
Winners of this category have developed or integrated content
that engages, interacts, entertains, informs or tells a story to
a target audience. Entries will demonstrate how they changed,
enhanced, or connected with constituents to affect a desired
behavior. This can include user-generated content, augmented
reality, online and offline media, branded entertainment, gaming,
narrative, social content, or other types of content.

Business-to-Business Marketing
Programs/campaigns targeting business partners, including trade
programs, instead of consumers. Entries in this category should
be innovative campaigns that were created to communicate or
collaborate with another business.
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Creativity & Innovation
Programs/campaigns that took the marketplace by storm and
challenged the status quo. We are looking for the crème de la
crème of out-of-the-box thinking. The innovation could be in the
activation idea itself or relating to the way it was communicated,
the technology used, or media selection. Include the risks you took
in your entry, what barriers you overcame, and how you executed
your original idea.

2020

REGGIE award categories.
Digital, Social, or Mobile Marketing (NEW!)
This category welcomes entries in the digital, social or mobile
spaces. It includes programs/campaigns involving mobile sites,
apps, geo-location strategies, email campaigns, web-based
campaigns, etc. Also can Include programs/campaigns specifically
designed to provide a unique online experience or a straightforward path to purchase on a mobile device, or can reward the best
use of Social Media tools (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest,
Tumblr, etc.) targeted to consumers as the primary communication
tactic/strategy to reach your objectives.
Experiential Marketing
This category highlights programs/campaigns that touched the
consumer by allowing them to become active participants through
sampling, hands-on product demos, immersive events, tours or
online & offline activities. Winning campaigns in this category will
prove how your customers interacted with your product or service
via a sensory experience that made a lasting impression.
Influencer Marketing
This category rewards the best use of Influencer Marketing —
marketing that utilizes individuals, groups of individuals, groups
or associations to help advocate for the brand or product in
order to gain credibility and target to consumers as the primary
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communication tactic/strategy to reach your objectives. Programs/
campaigns can include any type of influencers, from mini to
YouTube stars to national celebrities, and anything in-between.
Innovative Commerce Marketing (NEW!)
Whether you’re a packaged goods or a software-as-a service
company, a considered purchase or an impulse buy, companies
must continue to be innovative in the way they generate
commerce, or they risk being outflanked by their competitors.
This category is for brands that have innovated in their marketing
efforts to drive commerce leading to brand growth. Entries
welcomed from industry leaders in URL to IRL, Direct to
Consumer (DTC), Click and Collect / Buy Online Pick Up in Store
(BOPIS), experiential flagships, social commerce and more.
Innovative Use of Marketing Technology (NEW!)
Brought to you by ANA’s Marketing Future area, this category
will honor those programs/campaigns with innovative topics
and emerging trends through technology, including Chatbots,
Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality,
Digital Transformation or others.

2020

REGGIE award categories.
Local, Regional Market Marketing
Programs/campaigns directed toward consumers on a local or
regional level or targeted to specific geographic markets. Entries
in this category will provide information on how the specific area
was selected and explain the process of designing the campaign.
Multicultural/Lifestyle Segment Marketing
Programs/campaigns targeted to specific demographic or lifestyle
consumer groups which can include Hispanic, African American,
Asian, LGBT, People with Disabilities, etc. Entries should prove
how the campaign targeted the demographic from inception to
execution. Entries may also include “Total Market” campaigns that
prove how a fully integrated cross-cultural strategy was executed
to target multiple constituents within the overall brand strategy.
National Consumer Brand Activation Marketing
Campaigns targeted toward consumers on a national level. Entries
must prove how the team strategized and executed the campaign
to reach the masses and demonstrate integrated Brand Activation
elements across various touch points.
New Product Launch
Programs/campaigns whose purpose was to introduce new
products into the marketplace. Entries in this category should
describe how you discovered the opportunity and created your
launch plan.
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Partnership Marketing
Submissions in this category must be programs/campaigns that
involved two or more partners. Entries can be of various types
of partnerships - ones involving 2 or more brands/marketers, a
brand partnering with a cause, film/entertainment property, music
property or sports league/team/governing body. Successful
submissions will explain the opportunity between partners and
how the collaboration affected results for all partners.
Promotion Marketing
Programs/campaigns that included marketing tactics that directly
encouraged purchase, influenced trial, repeat, or quantity of
purchase, and are very measurable in volume, share, and profit.
Tactics can include couponing, sweepstakes, sampling, special
packaging, premiums, licensed properties, refunds and
rebate-related programs.
Relationship/Loyalty/CRM Marketing
Relationship Marketing is a strategy that emphasizes customer
engagement, retention, and satisfaction. It’s rooted in building
customer loyalty and lasting, long-term engagement with a
customer base. Entrants should demonstrate how their program/
campaign has effectively engaged consumers by motivating long
term purchasing behavior and showing their commitment to the
brand over time to generate true brand loyalty via rewards/loyalty,
customer engagement, customer experience, CRM, personalized
or email marketing

2020

REGGIE award categories.
Seasonal/Holiday Marketing (NEW!)
This category will recognize those programs/campaigns that
utilize innovative brand activation strategies to support a brand
that’s competing in and leveraging the unique aspects of a specific
holiday (Valentine’s Day, Easter, Mother’s Day, Halloween, etc.) or
themed selling season (Spring Cleaning, Back to School, etc.).
Shopper Marketing or Retailer-Specific Marketing
Entries in this category are either Omni-Channel or Shopper
Marketing programs/campaigns developed by the brand (or jointly
with brand/retailer) to reach shoppers through retail partners.
Retailers are eligible to enter this category directly if the campaign
is based on shopper or retail-led insights. If retail specific, to
include marketing solutions developed or customized for or
by a specific retailer to drive sales. These may be programs
that use promotion, merchandising and other tools, and may be
themed around an occasion, holiday, season, category, or storewide program, either initiated by a retailer or brand. Winning
submissions will present the insight(s) and how you drove results
for both the retailer and the brand.
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Small Budget Brand Activation Marketing
(Budget less than $1,000,000)
This category is for Brand Activation programs/campaigns that
achieved magic and effectiveness on a tight budget. And, yes,
that’s an all-in number, including media.
Sponsorship or Licensed Property Marketing
Programs/campaigns that involved sponsorship of an existing
entity or use of a licensed property to differentiate a brand and
bring the brand’s positioning to life. The typical entry in this
category has included an entertainment or music related property
or sports league/team/governing body.
Sports or eSports Marketing (NEW!)
Programs/campaigns that involved a specific sport, league, team
or athlete, either for a live sport or eSport, to differentiate a brand
and bring the brand’s positioning to life. The entry can be for how
a brand has activated with a sports element, or brand activations
for the sport, competition (Olympics, Ryder Cup, etc.), league,
team and/or athlete themselves.
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Key entry details.
Who is eligible?
Anyone who created/executed Brand Activation marketing that
made a difference is welcomed to enter. This includes but not
limited to client-side marketers, any type of marketing, advertising,
and promotion agencies, retailers, media companies and service
providers.

Entry deadlines (these deadlines are real)

What is eligible?
Marketing efforts that ran in market and achieved positive results
between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019.

Entry Fees (ANA Member/Non-Member)

Can I enter the same work into multiple categories?
Yes — go for it! You can enter as many campaigns in as many
categories as you wish. Teams often enter the same piece of work
into multiple categories — though review the category descriptions
closely, you may need to slightly modify your case story for each
category you enter to ensure it’s a match for what a category is
looking for.
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• Early Bird Deadline: October 25, 2019
• Standard Deadline: January 15, 2020
• Extended Final Deadline: January 29, 2020

• Up to Early Bird Deadline: $595/$795
• After Early Bird and up to Standard Deadline: $695/$895
• After Standard and up to Final Deadline: $795/$995
Rookie discount
New entrants (companies who have not entered in the past
3+ years) will receive a discount of $100 off each entries’ fee.

2020

Case study questions.
Share your success story in a clear, concise way, providing relative context and explanation so the judges can fully appreciate
the challenge, objectives, and successful solution you implemented. Your case study will need to address these key sections:
Business Challenge(s) and Campaign Objective(s)
Describe the business challenge(s) you faced and what objectives
you set in order to accomplish and conquer your objective(s).
Based on your challenge(s), what were the targets, metrics,
and goals that you strove to meet?
Insights and Strategy
What insights and strategies did you use when planing
the campaign?
Concept/Big Idea
Unveil your BIG idea to us here, as simply as possible — impress
the judges with the “ah-ha” solution you developed.
Activation/Tactics
Describe how you brought your idea to life. What Brand Activation
tactics did you use to motivate your consumers?
Results/Sales/Market Share
Did you meet and/or exceed your sales targets and metrics?
This is also applicable for profitability or share of market.
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Brand Building
How did you build your brand and accelerate its growth
in the marketplace?
Relevance to the Category
Be ready to explain how your campaign fits and relates
to this specific award category you are entering.
Note: You will be asked additional data points regarding duration
of campaign, media/engagement channels, budget range,
industry sector, and audience profile.
A sample entry form listing ALL the essentials, including the
file specifications for the creative/content elements is available
either as an editable Word Document (.docx) or a PDF.
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How your work will be judged.
Two rounds of judging. Over 200 judges.
Client-side marketers and advertising agency executives
of Director/VP level+ will scrutinize and score entries on
the following criteria:
1. Is the strategy in line with the insights and goals?
2. What is the level of concept originality?
3. How well were the materials integrated and activation
executed? (Specific to the category)
4. How strong were the results and did they achieve
business objectives? (Volume/Share/Profit)
5. How well did the activation build the brand and align
with the overall brand strategy?

Companies represented
on last years jury include:

The Super REGGIE
Only top scoring Gold-level REGGIE winners will move on to be
considered for the Super REGGIE Award. A separate Blue-Ribbon
Panel, comprised of industry leaders, visionaries, and pioneers in
Brand Activation will be selecting the year’s winner.
Judging Schedule
First round judging: February 5–18, 2020
Second round judging: February 21–March 4, 2020
Finalists Announced: Week of March 9, 2020
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Wish to be considered for a REGGIE jury?
Visit REGGIEAWARDS.ORG for details.
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The party.
2020 REGGIE Awards Gala
April 22, 2020 | San Diego, Calif.
The REGGIE Awards Gala will take place on the first evening
of the ANA Brand Activation Conference on April 22, 2020,
and will award all the winners of the 2020 REGGIE Awards.
Awards will be presented to top agencies and brands for the
best Brand Activation marketing campaigns of 2019 across
23 different categories. The event culminates with the SUPER
REGGIE Award announcement, honoring the overall best
campaign of 2019 chosen from the Gold category winners.
The REGGIE Gala is an exciting evening of entertainment,
dinner, drinks, and a chance to gather with your peers to
celebrate individuals and organizations that have achieved
outstanding success.
To purchase tickets/table for the 2020 REGGIE Gala
please click here.
To purchase tickets for the 2020 ANA Brand Activation
Conference (Gala ticket included) please click here.
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Showcase of recent winners.

Download the full 2019 winners list here.
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Additional details:
Resource for all things REGGIE:
REGGIEAWARDS.ORG
Resource for all things ANA:
ANA.NET
Have questions?
We are here ready to make your entry experience
a smooth one — do not hesitate to contact us:
Jenna Magill
Manager, Brand Activation and REGGIE Awards
jmagill@ana.net | 646.708.8146
Tori Carr
Manager, Brand Activation and REGGIE Awards
tcarr@ana.net | 646.708.8129
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